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Female Aquablade
PRODUCT DETAILS:










Go-to competition suit you can always count on for great
comfort, fit, and performance.
Unique Aquablade fabric offers lower drag co-efficient and is
slicker than skin.
Stripes create channeling effect to streamline water away from
the body helping to reduce drag.
Sleek, streamline, and built to last; this is a must-have basic
you'll reach for again and again.
Durable, chlorine-resistant fabric.
Reinforced seams.
Front lined.
Great for duals and end-of-season meets.
Fabric: 80% Polyester/20% LYCRA® spandex.

Female Enduarnce
PRODUCT DETAILS:










Our Speedo Endurance+ Flyback suit features a core stabilizing
system built right into the midsection to help you maintain correct
body position and hold your hips higher in the water.
Flyback styling features thin straps with reinforced overlap
binding, providing greater support and freedom of motion.
Thin, streamlined straps are reinforced with overlap binding for

extra durability.
Exclusive 9 Thread Flatlock Technology for stronger seams, better fit, and optimal
stretch.
Endurance+ fabric retains color 20 times longer than conventional swimwear and
features softer, lighter fabric with 4-way stretch technology for a comfortable fit.
Bar tack reinforcements at stress points.
Features 4-way stretch technology for a comfortable fit.
Fabric: 50% Polyester/50% PBT.
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Male Endurance
PRODUCT DETAILS:









Engineered from our exclusive, longest lasting and best-selling
Endurance+ fabric:
o 100% chlorine resistant fabric designed to lasts 20 times
longer than conventional swimwear fabrics.
o Four-Way Stretch technology providing a body-hugging fit,
great shape retention and soft comfort.
o Helps resist sagging and bagging, keeping swimwear fitting
newer longer.
Low Moisture absorption and quick drying
Front gusset.
Inner drawschord at waist for secure fit.
Ideal for swim training and regular use.
Jammer styling offers more coverage to the legs.
Fabric: 50% Polyester/50% PBT.

Male Aquablade
PRODUCT DETAILS:








FINA approved.
Unique Aquablade fabric exclusive to Speedo offers lower drag
co-efficient and is slicker than skin.
 Stripes create channeling effect to streamline water away from
the body.
 Longer legs for added coverage and compression fit.
Superior, chlorine-resistant fabric.
Internal drawcord at waist.
Great for duals and end-of-season meets.
Fabric: 80% Polyester/20% LYCRA® spandex.
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Speedo Streamline Warm Up Jacket
Stay warm on chilly days at the pool with the
comfortable Speedo Streamline Warm Up Jacket.
Fabric & Care



100% Polyester Fleece.
Machine wash; tumble dry.

Features & Benefits





Speedo Streamline Warm Up Pants
Use Speedo Streamline Warm-up before or after
practice. Superior comfort and durability.
Product Details include:







Elastic waist
Inner drawcord
Side pockets
100% Polyester
Logo on left leg
Solid print

Long sleeve design.
Collared.
Full zip for easy on/off.
Spliced design.
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Teamster 35L Backpack
PRODUCT DETAILS:









Built tough for life around the water.
Durable exterior shell is built tough with abrasion resistance
for demanding athletes.
 Classic shape and styling of the Pro Backpack with new and
improved materials and quality.
 Large main compartment with organizer.
 Removable dirt bag™ keeps dirty/wet gear separated from
clean garments.
 Offset raised laptop sleeve to protect corners.
 Front and side zip pockets.
Side media pouch and water bottle holder.
Primary zippers are highest quality YKK® zippers.
Water resistant bottom.
Cozy bleacher seat is nestled behind the laptop sleeve for hard/cold surfaces.
Dimensions: 20" x 17" x 8"

Ventilator Mesh Bag
PRODUCT DETAILS:





Medium-sized equipment bag designed to hold all your
swimming essentials.
Open weave mesh for strength and quick drying.
Drawstring closure keeps items together and secure in bag.
Measures: 19" x 28"
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Kickboard
PRODUCT DETAILS:





Build leg strength or help improve your kick.
Ideal for kicking drills and general training.
Perfect for all swimming levels.
Measures: 18" x 12" x 1"

Pull Buoy
PRODUCT DETAILS:








Measures: 9" x 1.5" x 6"
Excellent training device for developing endurance and upper
body strength.
Develops upper body strength by suspending and floating
your legs.
Provides support to the body without kicking the legs,
allowing swimmer to focus on training arms only.
Promotes proper body positioning.
Helps to train on the "pull" phase of the swim stroke.
Made of soft durable EVA foam.\\
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I.M. Tech Paddles
PRODUCT DETAILS:









Multi-stroke technique paddle designed to benefit the catch, pull
and feel for all four swimming disciplines.
Paddles may be interchanged between right and left hands for
specific stroke technique.
Pronounced edge promotes better feel for "catch" phase of each
stroke.
Tubing straps provide a snug and comfortable fit.
Combination of hard and soft materials for enhanced
performance.
Multiple water channel holes to retain feel of the water.
Four-in-one multiple stroke paddle to help maximize your training needs.
Import.
SIZING:
Small/Medium | Blue | Height: 7.0" | Width: 5.5"
Medium/Large | Red | Height: 8.0" | Width: 6.5"
Note: Height - Measure from the base of the palm to the tip of the middle finger | Width Measure horizontally across the palm.
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Short Blade Training Fin
PRODUCT DETAILS:





Soft silicone short blade training fins help you
develop a stronger, faster flutter kick.
Super-soft silicone foot pocket provides
extended comfort and secure fit .
Short, straight blade helps maintain proper
kick/stroke tempo.
Import .

SHOE SIZE EQUIVALENTS :
XXS | Orange | Size: 3-4 (Youth)
XS | Yellow | Size 4-5 (Youth)
S | Green | Men's 5-6 | Women's 5.5-6.5
M | Blue | Men's 6-7 | Women's 7.5-8.5
L | Grey | Men's 8-9 | Women's 8.5-9.5
XL | Black | Men's 10-11 | Women's 11.5-12.5
XXL | Navy | Men's 12-13 | Women's 12.5-14.5

Hydralign Center Snorkle
PRODUCT DETAILS:







Our Hydralign System helps you maintain the correct head position and
body alignment as you train.
Allows you breathe without rotating.
Soft, flexible headband eliminates pinching and headaches for greater
comfort.
Easy fit point marker system ensured consistent fitting.
Low profile shape offers improved vision and reduces drag.
Medical grade silicone is resistant to warping and discoloration.
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Vanquisher Goggle 2.0 (plus jr. size)
PRODUCT DETAILS:


G.O. FIT™ SYSTEM: INNER EYE FIT
o Get a precision fit with the sleek, low profile inner eye fit.
o Gasket rests snugly and securely in the eye socket.
 Mirrored coating further reduces glare.
 Widest panoramic lens.
 Cushioned silicone seals.
 Same classic original fit with soft cushioned silicone eye seals.
 4 interchangeable nosepiece options.
 UV protection and Anti-Fog.
 100% PVC free.
 Latex free.

Poly Mesh Square Legs Training Suit
PRODUCT DETAILS:


Designed specifically for the athlete seeking both performance and comfort
properties.
 Suit fit is slightly baggy for drag while
training.
 Contrast racing stripes on both hips.
 Designed to resist fading for long-lasting
wear.
 Inside drawcord for secure fit.
 Fully lined.
 Fabric: 100% Polyester.

